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QUESTION 1

An administrator is running the following sniffer in a FortiADC: 

What information is included in the output of the sniffer? (Choose two.) 

A. IP headers 

B. Ethernet headers 

C. IP payload 

D. Port names 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which FortiADC log severity level corresponds to Log Severity Level 2? 

A. Alert 

B. Notification 

C. Information 

D. Critical 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What actions can FortiADC take with the GeoIP block list when receiving requests from a blocked country\\'s address
space? (Choose two.) 

A. Redirect the request 

B. Deny access 

C. Archive the request 

D. Send a 404 Not Found message 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4



An administrator has configured all the back-end servers with a maximum warm-up state rate. Under which conditions is
the maximum rate enforced by the FortiADC? (Choose two.) 

A. When the status of a server is set to Enabled from Maintain or Disabled 

B. When multiple health check methods have been configured for a server and some of them are failing but at least one
is up 

C. During a warm-up period, when a server is back online after a health check downtime 

D. As long as a server keeps replying to the health check 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the maximum number of sites (or peers) supported in a global load-balancing solution based on FortiAD? 

A. 2 

B. 64 

C. 32 

D. 256 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What actions can a FortiADC take for HTTP traffic that is coming from an IP address that is blacklisted in the FortiGuard
IP reputation database? (Choose two.) 

A. Redirect the traffic to a different URL 

B. Apply a stricter profile to the traffic 

C. Forward the traffic to FortiAnalyzer 

D. Block the traffic 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following features are available in all FortiADC models? (Choose three.) 

A. Intrusion protection signatures 

B. SSL acceleration 



C. HTTP cookie persistence 

D. Source IP persistence 

E. Antivirus scanning 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following statements about layer 2 load balancing are true? (Choose two.) 

A. HTTP content can be modified 

B. It\\'s useful when the real IP addresses of the back-end servers are unknown by the FortiADC administrator. 

C. Load balancing decisions are made based on the destination MAC address of the client traffic. 

D. It supports IPv6. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

Two FortiADC devices (ADC-1 and ADC-2) form an HA cluster. The following exhibits shows the HA configuration for
both FortiADC devices: 



If both FortiADC devices are up and operational. which FortiADC is the HA active FortiADC? 

A. FortiADC-2 

B. The FortiADC that has the highest-sorting serial number 

C. FortiADC-1 

D. The FortiADC that has the highest HA uptime value 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of these is a security feature specific to FortiADC global load balancing? (Choose two.) 

A. Virtual tunnel 

B. Web application firewall 

C. DNS forwarding 

D. DNSSEC 

Correct Answer: BD 

 



QUESTION 11

For the case of outbound link load balancing, which upstream link is elected by the proximity route dynamic detection
feature as the best one for a destination IP address? 

A. The link with the lowest round-trip delay to the destination IP address 

B. The link with the lowest number of sessions 

C. The link with the lowest traffic utilization 

D. The link with the lowest number of packets lost 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator wants to implement load balancing persistence by configuring the FortiADC to prefix the 

server ID to an existing cookie sent by the back-end servers. 

Which persistence method can the administrator use? 

A. Persistence cookie 

B. Insert cookie 

C. Hash cookie 

D. Embedded cookie 

Correct Answer: D 
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